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1- ___ living organisms depend upon one another in order to survive and perform their bodily functions.
   a) All    b) Every    c) Whole    d) Each    e) Plenty

2- Eight people who survived the crash which was caused by a fault in one of the engines are currently under ___ in hospital.
   a) obligation    b) burden    c) treatment    d) debris    e) resolution

3- Over the years there have been ___ changes in types of communication, so we have been able to contact our friends or members of family within seconds, even though they’re miles and miles away.
   a) dramatic    b) unimportant    c) forgettable    d) minor    e) avoidable

4- The new station opened in 2007, and ___ 50 million passengers a year.
   a) provides    b) floats    c) appears    d) replaces    e) handle

5- When you come back all of a sudden, he must have ___ your bedroom to hide.
   a) run out of    b) run into    c) fall out with    d) look after    e) look up

6- ___ common interests couples have, ___ are their chances of living in harmony for years.
   a) The more / the better    b) More / better    c) The more / the best    d) The most / best    e) The more / better

7- The research paper ___ David is working must be finished by Friday.
   a) on that    b) where    c) of which    d) on which    e) whose

8- If Florence Nightingale ___ alive today, I’m sure she ___ very impressed with the current standard of nursing care in the majority of the world.
   a) were / would be    b) was / could have been    c) is / will be    d) has been / might be    e) could be / was

9- ___ the match came to an end, the viewers applauded the players of the guest team due to their good playing.
   a) Before    b) Hardly    c) During    d) Once    e) Until

10- A newborn baby can neither walk nor crawl. A newborn antelope, ___, can run within minutes of birth.
    a) however    b) despite    c) otherwise    d) even though    e) although

11- I have only ___ hours left to submit my assignment.
    a) a few    b) a little    c) many    d) a lot of    e) quite

12- When I went to Trabzon, I stayed at the same hotel where I ___ five years earlier.
    a) had stayed    b) have been staying    c) have stayed    d) stayed    e) were stayed

13- I ___ you the other day, but I had visitors.
    a) will visit    b) visited    c) have visited    d) had visited    e) was going to visit

14- I’m working on my project at the moment, so I ___ not be disturbed unless something crops up.
    a) would like    b) would prefer    c) would rather    d) would mind    e) would have

15- ___ all of us undoubtedly acknowledge is what you’ve recently said.
    a) If    b) What    c) Whether    d) That    e) Where
The problems with my parents (16) when I was sixteen. I wanted a Saturday job but my parents wanted me to stay at home and study for my exams. Whenever I told them that all my friends (17) Saturday jobs, they always replied, “We don’t care about what they do, it’s you we are worried about.” This made me so angry that I did (18) I could to provoke them. I had my hair (19) white blonde. I covered my face in make-up before I went to school. Of course it didn’t help. I was not able to change their opinion. What’s more, they got even stricter. They expected me to spend most of my time at home with them. They also had certain rules about my going out with friends. For example, I (20) go out in the evening once a week until 10 pm.

16- a) were started b) started c) were starting d) start e) have started
17- a) had b) have had c) were having d) had had e) have
18- a) nothing b) whenever c) everything d) however e) anyone
19- a) to be dyed b) dyed c) to dye d) dye e) dyes
20- a) shouldn’t b) had to c) wasn’t made d) was allowed to e) couldn’t

Nobody eats as much pacific salmon as the Japanese, who (21) the fish raw, pickled, baked, salted, fried, smoked and put in soup. They eat salmon liver, and salmon skulls and they process the fish (22) burgers and sausage. They eat 300,000 tons of the fish each year, a third of the world’s total catch. The centre of it all is Tokyo’s Tsukiji fish market, (23) on earth. Long before sunrise, the market is buzzing. Hundreds of men and women rush around between stalls, shout orders at one another, slice fish, work the telephones and joke under bright strings of lights that shine down on acres of iced – down fish steaks, shark fillets and thick red slabs of tuna stacked like wood. The concrete floors (24) and washed by the sellers. The whole place smells fresh, (25) the sea.


26-I think that compatibility is the most important factor in choosing a husband or wife because you plan to live together for a rest of your lives.

27- When he treated her so unkindly, the girl decided to erase him from her mind by destroy all the letters and photographs.

28-I have been in the United States since a year.

29- Spinach is said to being very good for your health.

30- The farmer’s sons pictured boxes of gold coins, diamond necklaces, and other such thing.

E. 31. – 35. sorularda, verilen cümleler uygun şekilde tamamlayan ifadeyi bulunuz.

31- Companies surely prefer to have their ads broadcast on TV –– .
    a) as well as making use of large billboards
    b) probably because it is considered costly
    c) despite all the profit it will definitely bring
    d) so they decided to withdraw their money
    e) in case their brands became unpopular

32- Although geothermal sites are capable of providing heat for many decades, –– .
    a) it has been used for thousands of years in many countries
b) there are three types of geothermal power plants: dry steam, flash, and binary

c) specific locations may eventually cool down

d) it can be found from shallow ground to several miles below the surface

e) which may contain low levels of toxic materials

33- Because she has been going to college to complete her teacher training, ---.
a) she has a great deal of time to travel
b) she will work as a fashion model in the future
c) she hasn't had the luxury of reading many novels
d) she can't become a teacher unless she pays an additional fee
e) she has become a teacher

34- --- that their primary function is to expose corruption.
a) Many of the people present questioned
b) Quite a lot of journalists believe
c) Worrying won't help
d) The votes are still being counted
e) I would certainly not be right

35- Since she had never attempted to learn a foreign language before, ---.
a) but it was difficult for her to learn to use her mind in a new way
b) in addition to the fact that she doesn't like foreigners anyway
c) perhaps it will not be as difficult as she fears
d) she was pleasantly surprised at what a rewarding experience it turned out to be
e) it will probably be difficult for her initially

F. 36. – 38. soruları aşağıdaki parça göre cevaplayınız.

Around 8000 B.C., agriculture was developed. People had never before eaten so well, and a population increase followed. But this also meant that people had to give up their free, nomadic life, and remain tied to a single place. It also meant hard labour. Nomadism did not disappear, of course. Those who retained the old wandering way of life continued to regard themselves as freer and more noble than settled peoples, whom they would often raid. These divisions and conflicts between nomad and settled farmer continue in many parts of Africa and Asia right up to the end of the 20th century.

36- The passage states that one result of the development of agriculture was that ...... .
A) people didn't have to work as hard as they used to
B) people began to make inventions
C) there was an improvement in people's diet
D) nomadism gradually disappeared
E) people became less savage

37- It is clear from the passage that farming ...... .
A) was invented after long periods of hard work
B) was regarded as too difficult by nomads
C) was best carried out by the people in Asia and Africa
D) also helped develop people's way of thinking
E) prevented people from living as freely as before

38- From the information given in the passage, one can conclude that, in Africa and Asia ...... .
A) the nomadic way of life has gained in popularity in the 20th century
B) agriculture started earlier than in other continents
C) nomadism, which disappeared in ancient times, has been revived in modern times
D) there are still people leading a nomadic way of life  
E) nomads can find more to eat than settled farmers

---

**G. 39. – 41. soruları aşağıdaki parçaya göre cevaplayınız.**

Vitamin C occurs most abundantly in oranges, lemons, grapefruit, and raw tomatoes and cabbage. Several other fruits and vegetables, including potatoes, contain lesser amounts. It is, however, easily destroyed by cooking. Vitamin C is necessary for the development of bones, teeth, blood vessels, and other tissues, and plays a part in the functioning of most of the cells in the body. Deficiency shows itself in painful haemorrhages around the bones and in swollen, bleeding gums, a condition called scurvy. For a long time, in the days when a sailor’s diet consisted of salted and dried food and ship’s biscuits, scurvy was the curse of sailors on long voyages.

39- It is obvious from the passage that vitamin C ........ .
A) is an essential part of a healthy diet  
B) is present in both raw and well-cooked vegetables  
C) is less important for adults than it is for children  
D) was once more important than it is now  
E) is the best cure for a cold

40- The passage implies that scurvy among sailors was caused by ........ .
A) a lack of fresh fruit and vegetables  
B) cooking food for too long  
C) having to work under difficult conditions  
D) the fact that their journeys were too long  
E) their fondness for fish and biscuits

41- The best way to ensure having enough vitamin C in one’s diet is to ........ .
A) thoroughly cook all food to destroy harmful bacteria  
B) try to avoid diseases affecting bones and teeth  
C) make sure that it includes lightly cooked meat  
D) eat plenty of salads and citrus fruits  
E) include such items as salted and dried food

---

**H. 42. – 44. soruları aşağıdaki parçaya göre cevaplayınız.**

Contrary to common knowledge, the water, milk and meat of coconuts only begin the list of uses of this versatile tree. The outer husk of the ripe nuts contains fibres that, when separated, can be twisted into twine rope of amazing toughness. It is quite resistant to rot from dampness or sea water. Despite the advent of nails and screws, this rope continues to be widely used for binding together the timbers of houses and the parts of canoes, tools and the hike. Expert craftsmen can make sizeable ropes which, after use, become quite flexible. The inner shell of the ripe nut can be cut and carved into ladles, scrapers, combs and cups and will take a high polish. Furthermore, the sap of the coconut palm can be fermented to make a pleasant tasting wine, while the fresh sap can be used as food for babies.

42- According to the passage, twine rope ........ .
A) can be used for some of the same functions as nails  
B) is the best possible material for making small boats  
C) cannot be made into small ropes, but only big ones  
D) can easily be damaged if not protected from rain and sea water  
E) is sometimes used in the manufacture of polishes

43- We learn from the passage that, despite the many uses of the coconut, it is ........ .
A) better known among people as a source of food
44- It is clear from the passage that
A) baby food made from coconut palms contains a bit of alcohol
B) wine made from the coconut palm tastes surprisingly like baby food
C) the same part of the coconut palm is used to make wine and baby food
D) baby food made from the coconut palm has a great nutritive value
E) wine made from the coconut tree tastes better than other types

45. The main focus of the passage is ............ .
A) a history of painting as a type of expressive art form
B) an explanation of why the best artists prefer to use oil paint
C) an explanation of how various paints are manufactured
D) a brief list of some types of paint and a description of their features
E) an argument for the superiority of water colours in art

46- As is stated in the passage, one feature of oil paint is that ......... .
A) it takes a long time to dry, during which time it can be damaged
B) artists must use it on specially prepared surfaces, not on paper
C) it is generally much easier to clean up than water colours are
D) images produced with it can be changed if the paint hasn't dried yet
E) true artists prefer using it to the less artistic water colours

47- It can be inferred from the passage that gouache paints ......... .
A) are much more expensive than water colours
B) are not considered to be true water colours
C) produce longer lasting paintings than water colours
D) take longer to dry than water colours do
E) are used by more artists than water colours are

Each year, about 7,000 people in the United States are bitten by poisonous snakes. Fewer than a dozen of these persons die, but many are left with disability of a limb and scarring at the site of the bite. Persons at greatest risk are those who handle snakes for purposes of entertainment, religion or science. Outside the high risk group, hunters, farmers and fishermen are the most likely to be bitten. The best way to tell the difference between a poisonous and a nonpoisonous bite is to identify the snake. A nonpoisonous bite doesn't usually cause much pain or swelling, though the wound may bleed freely. When there is any doubt as to whether the snake is venomous, presume that the bite was poisonous and take precautions.
48- According to the passage, the people who have the highest chance of being bitten by a snake are those who .......
A) hunt animals for sport or who deal with farming
B) try to catch snakes and put them in captivity
C) are unable to distinguish between different snakes
D) work directly with snakes or worship using them
E) are very religious and don't think they'll be bitten

49- The passage informs us that in the USA........ .
A) fewer than twelve people die of snakebites annually, although many people are bitten
B) people who have been bitten by snakes get rid of its effects completely in the long term
C) only twelve percent of those who have been bitten by snakes lose their lives
D) farmers and fishermen are more likely to be bitten by snakes than entertainers using snakes
E) many people bitten by snakes are too afraid to revisit the place where it happened

50- The author suggests that if you have been bitten, and haven’t managed to identify the snake, .......... .
A) you shouldn’t panic but should wait to see whether the bitten area will swell or not
B) you should make the wound bleed in order to remove any poison
C) you can assume you’re not at risk if the bite doesn’t hurt a lot
D) it is doubtful that the snake that bit you was venomous
E) you should be treated as if the snake was poisonous
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-

BASARILAR -
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1- A
2- C
3- A
4- E
5- B
6- A
7- D
8- A
9- D
10- A
11- A
12- A
13- E
14- C
15- B
16- B
17- A
18- C
19- B
20- D
21- B
22- A
23- C
24- C
25- D
26- E
27- E
28- D
29- C
30- E
31- A
32- C
33- C
34- B
35- D
36- C
37- E
38- D
39- A
40- A
41- D
42- A
43- A
44- C
45- B
46- D
47- E
48- D
49- A
50- E